Pediatric cardiac intensive care: current state of the art and beyond the millennium.
Pediatric cardiac intensive care has emerged as a distinct clinical entity to meet the unique needs of pediatric patients with congenital and acquired heart disease. This new subspecialty demands expertise and experience in the pediatric subspecialties of cardiology, intensive care, cardiac surgery, cardiac anesthesia, neonatology, and others. Ten recent developments will have an impact on pediatric cardiac intensive care for the coming decades: 1) emergence of new patient populations; 2) new clinical methodologies in the treatment of pulmonary hypertension; 3) innovations in techniques of respiratory support; 4) expanding research of single ventricle physiology; 5) advances in the treatment of heart failure; 6) improved noninvasive imaging; 7) new directions in interventional cardiac catheterization; 8) new techniques in pediatric cardiac surgery; 9) use of computer technology and intensive care monitoring; and 10) appreciation for global economics of intensive care. Finally, a multidisciplinary approach with a team esprit de corps remains vital to a successful pediatric cardiac intensive care program.